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D
NA origami is an emerging nano-
technology that uses DNA asmateri-
al to create various nanostructures

by programming its self-assembly through
nucleotide sequence design.1�6 While DNA
itself is relatively flexible as a biopolymer, in
DNA origami, many DNA strands are folded
into amechanically stiff structure that main-
tains a well-defined geometry. In particular,
scaffolded DNA origami3,7 has enabled the
fabrication of nanoscale objects with un-
precedented 3D geometric complexity.
With this approach, a long single-stranded
DNA “scaffold” strand is folded into com-
pact geometry by long-range interactions
that are programmed according to the
piecewise base-pairing complementarity
of many shorter “staple” strands. In recent
years, scaffolded DNA origami has been
used to fabricate a variety of 2D and 3D
structures for functional applications,8 such
as nanopores for single-molecule sensing,9

nanoscale containers for drug delivery,10,11

nanotubes for structural alignment,12 or
molecular platforms for templating nano-
particles,13,14 nanotubes,15 or proteins.16

These structures demonstrate the immense
potential of DNA origami nanofabrication

for a range of applications in fields including
single-molecule biophysics, structural biol-
ogy, and biomedicine.
DNA origami nanostructures contain sev-

eral thousandbasepairs arranged intoobjects
with typical dimensions of ∼10�100 nm.
Since spatial registry is largely retained over
every base pair in the object, chemical
functionalities can be placed on objects
with approximately nanometer resolution.
Current applications of DNA origami exploit
this precise geometric design. Furthermore,
computer-aided design programs, such as
caDNAno,17 have been developed to sim-
plify the sequence design process, and the
finite-element-based software, CANDO, was
developed to predict the folded geometry
of scaffolded DNA origami structures,7,18

which is particularly useful when designing
structures that incorporate local stresses
to create curved or twisted objects.4

These computer-aided design tools facilitate
rapid prototyping of designed DNA nano-
structures.19�22 The demonstrated appli-
cations have fostered a growing interest
in building DNA-based devices, machines,
and robots.10,23�26 However, applications of
DNA origami to date have largely focused
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ABSTRACT DNA origami enables fabrication of precise nanostructures by programming the self-assembly

of DNA. While this approach has been used to make a variety of complex 2D and 3D objects, the mechanical

functionality of these structures is limited due to their rigid nature. We explore the fabrication of deformable,

or compliant, objects to establish a framework for mechanically functional nanostructures. This compliant

design approach is used in macroscopic engineering to make devices including sensors, actuators, and robots.

We build compliant nanostructures by utilizing the entropic elasticity of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) to locally

bend bundles of double-stranded DNA into bent geometries whose curvature and mechanical properties can be

tuned by controlling the length of ssDNA strands. We demonstrate an ability to achieve a wide range of

geometries by adjusting a few strands in the nanostructure design. We further developed a mechanical model

to predict both geometry and mechanical properties of our compliant nanostructures that agrees well with experiments. Our results provide a basis for the

design of mechanically functional DNA origami devices and materials.
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on geometric design. The fabrication of mechanically
functional structures such as springs, actuators,
and manipulators, which could greatly broaden the
scope of DNA nanomachines, has remained largely
unexplored.
In general, mechanical functionality requires two key

capabilities: (1) an ability to specifically designmechan-
ical behavior and (2) the ability to integrate dynamics
(i.e., motion). In engineering design, controllable me-
chanical behavior is achieved by using multiple ma-
terial components with the desired mechanical
stiffness. The stiffness of DNA origami components
can vary over several orders of magnitude from highly
flexible single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), which exhibits a
persistence length of∼2 nm,27 up to bundles of double-
strandedDNA (dsDNA), which can be 1000-fold stiffer.28

However, while theoretical models have provided effec-
tive and convenientmethods to analyze the behavior of
double helical nucleic-acid structures,19�22 predictive
models to guide the design of mechanical properties of
DNAorigaminanostructures are lacking, and integrating
multiple DNA components to achieve tunable mechan-
ical behavior has not been explored. Furthermore, achiev-
ingcontrolleddynamicbehavior indesignedDNAsystems
remains a key challenge in the field. This is usually done
inmacroscopic systems by integrating flexible elements
with constrained motion (i.e., joints), but flexibility in
nanoscale systems leads to random thermal motion.29

One promising approach to achieve controlled me-
chanical and dynamic behavior with stiff components
that has been successfully applied for microscopic
machines30,31 is compliant mechanism design. Com-
pliant mechanisms32,33 utilize components with vary-
ing stiffness and geometry to achieve controlled
motion. This approach requires an ability to design
components with controllable mechanical behavior
and geometry. Here we establish a foundation for
DNA origami compliant mechanisms by designing,
fabricating, and characterizing a deformable (compliant)
DNA origami nanostructure with controllable geometry
and mechanical behavior.

RESULTS

Design of DNA Origami Compliant Joint. The structure
was designed to behave as a compliant joint similar to
a hinge with a torsional spring. Our design was con-
structed as an 18-helix bundle that was organized into
three layers of six helices (Figure 1). The two ends,
which contain all 18 helices, are stiff components that
could be integrated into a larger-scalemechanism. The
central portion, which forms the basis of the compliant
joint, consists of the top layer of 6 dsDNAhelices (green
in Figure 1) and 6 ssDNA connections across the
bottom layer (blue in Figure 1). The ssDNA connections
function as entropic springs that apply a force causing
the top layer to bend. The magnitude of the force, and
correspondingly the joint angle (φ), depends on the

length of the ssDNA springs. In a bent configuration,
the ssDNA springs connecting the top 3 helices of the
blue layer span a larger distance than the ssDNA
springs connecting the bottom 3 helices of the blue
layer. Therefore, the ssDNA connections between the
top three helices were correspondingly made longer.
For subsequent definition, we refer to the length of the
shorter ssDNA springs. Complete design details of all
versions are given in Supporting Information Table S2.

We developed a novel approach to modulate the
structural and mechanical properties using scaffold
loops as a reservoir of additional ssDNA length (Figure 1,
top right). The combined number of ssDNA bases in the
springs and loops remained constant. Small joint angles
could be obtained by shifting length from the ssDNA
springs to the reservoir loops, and in contrast, large angles
could be obtainedby shifting ssDNA from the loops to the
springs. In this way, structures with distinct geometries
(joint angles) could be achieved by switching out only the
staples located between the loops and the springs. We
optimized our scaffold routing to minimize the possibility
of secondary structure34,35 in the ssDNA springs. For cases
of small joint angles, where the ssDNA loops were long,
short staples (∼20 bases) were added to minimize the
possibility of multiple structures interacting at the single-
stranded loops.

Agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 2a) and TEM
images of the five versions (Figure 2b�f) confirm that
longer ssDNA springs result in larger joint angles. In
many cases, the details of the compliant joint (6-helix
layer and gap between the other two layers) are visible.
Aside from the smallest angle version, all of the structures
adopt a smooth curvature that depends on the force
applied by the ssDNA springs. In the case of the smallest
angle, some structures adopt a kinked configuration
(Figure 2b and Supporting Information, Figure S6a). This
can be explained by the existence of nicks that occur at
the staple cross-overs in the 6-helix layer of the compliant
joint. Kinks occur at nicks due to reduced stiffness.36

Figure 1. Three-dimensional model and function of DNA
origami compliant nanostructure. The structure is an 18-
helix bundle organized into 3 layers (top left). The two ends
that contain all 18 helices are stiff components that could be
integrated into a larger mechanism. The central portion
balances tension in the ssDNA “springs”with bending of the
top 6-helix layer. The joint angle, φ, can be adjusted by
shifting length of ssDNAbetween the springs and the loops.
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The software ImageJwas used tomanuallymeasure
the angles of each structure from TEM images. The
standard deviation of the manual measurement was
found to be 1.2� (Supporting Information, Figure S5).
To ensure measurement of properly folded structures,
only the particles with a smooth curved segment and
an obvious gap between the other two layers were
included in the analysis. A Gaussian distribution was
used to fit the angular distributions of each version
(Figure 3). The angles corresponding to the peak value
of the Gaussian fits ranged from ∼55 to ∼130�, and
correspondingly, the bending angles of the curved
segment ranged from about ∼125 to∼50�. The angu-
lar distributions also revealed that longer ssDNA
springs resulted in larger variation in the joint angle,
suggesting a lower joint stiffness (Figure 2 and
Supporting Information, Figure S6). Due to thermal
fluctuations, the compliant joint fluctuates about the
equilibrium angle, which occurs when the extensional
energy in the springs balances the bending energy in
the 6-helix layer. The entropic elasticity of the ssDNA
exhibits higher stiffness at larger extension, or larger
angles, resulting in a slight asymmetry of the angular
distribution (steeper gradient at larger angles).

Theoretical Model of Balanced Bending and Entropic Tension.
Some previous efforts have examined the mechanical
behavior of biopolymers with internal bends or dis-
continuous mechanical behavior.37,38 While these mod-
els are useful to understand the thermal fluctuations of

complex biopolymers that are qualitatively similar to our
compliant nanostructures, here our goalwas todevelopa
model capable of predicting both the equilibrium angle
and the full angular distribution based purely on the
mechanical properties and geometry of the constitu-
ent ssDNA and dsDNA.We envision that thismodel can
be used as a design tool for compliant DNA origami
joints. We developed a theoretical model using a
flexible polymer (persistence length, Lp, is much less
than the contour length, Lc) wormlike chain (WLC)
model39 for the ssDNA springs and a beam model for
the 6-helix layer (Figure 4a). The Marko�Siggia analy-
tical approximation to the WLC22 shown in eq 1 was
used to describe the ssDNA springs.

FWLC(Lc, x) ¼ kBT

Lp

1

4 1 � x

Lc

� �2 � 1
4
þ x

Lc

2
66664

3
77775 (1)

Here Lc is the contour length and x is the extension. The
smallest angle version with the shortest ssDNA springs
violates the flexible polymer assumption and in some
cases exhibited kinks rather than smooth curvature in
the joint. Hence, it was excluded from this analysis.

The tension in the ssDNA entropic springs creates a
force that causes bending of the 6-helix layer. In the
analytical model, a short rigid bar (line AB in Figure 4a)
was used to account for the offset in the bending
force applied by the ssDNA. We assumed that the

Figure 3. Conformational analysis of the TEM experiment
results. (a�e) Typical particles and histogramdistribution of
versions with 0, 11, 32, 53, and 74 bases in the ssDNA
springs. The black lines show Gaussian fits to the data. The
angles corresponding to the peak values of Gaussian fits
were 56.5� (n = 154), 70.2� (n = 213), 97.9� (n = 169), 110.0�
(n = 252), 128.2� (n = 204). All scale bars are 20 nm.

Figure 2. TEM experimental results. (a) Gel electrophoresis
reveals geometric differences between design versions. The
bands from left to right are as follows: DNA ladder, ssDNA
scaffold, and five design versions with 0, 11, 32, 53, and 74
bases in the ssDNAspringson the followingfive columns. (b�f)
TEM images of the five design versions. Scale bars, 50 nm.
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deformation of the curved segment was symmetric
since both the geometry of the compliant joint and the
horizontal force from the ssDNA are symmetric. The
rest of the structure can be viewed as rigid since it
consists of the full 18-helix cross section. The 6 helices
of the dsDNA layer in the compliant joint were mod-
eled as six cylinders bonded together in parallel
(Supporting Information, Figure S1). The bending stiff-
ness of the 6-helix layer is defined as EI, where E is the
elastic modulus and I is the cross-sectional moment of
inertia. To find EI for the 6-helix layer, we first deter-
mined the EI of dsDNAbased on a persistence length of
50 nm22,40�42 (Lp = EI/kBT) and then scaled EI according
to the increase in I for the bundle (Supporting
Information). The bending energy of the 6-helix layer
was calculated using Euler�Bernoulli beam theory
(Supporting Information, eqs S1�S9). Euler�Bernoulli
beam theory was first used to calculate the deforma-
tion of the beam (Supporting Information, eqs S1�S8).
The internal bending moment along the beam, M(s)
(Supporting Information, eq S2), was then used to
calculate the energy stored in the beam43 according to

Ebeam ¼
Z L

0

M2(s)
2EI

ds ¼ Wex (2)

HereWex is thework done by the external loads applied
to the beam, which in this case consists of the force
from the ssDNA springs.

The extensional energy stored in the ssDNA springs
was calculated by integrating eq 1 over the interval
from zero to the extension of the ssDNA springs
(Supporting Information, eqs S10�S14).

We defined the deformation of the compliant joint
in terms of the end-to-end distance of the ssDNA
springs, r (r = 2a in Figure 4a). As shown in Figure 4b,
the minimum energy configuration of the springs
occurs at r = 0, and the minimum energy configuration
for the 6-helix layer occurs when r is equal to the length
of the 6-helix layer, L0. The total energy of the com-
pliant joint, U(r), is obtained by summing the energy of
the 6 ssDNA springs and the energy stored in the bent
beam (Figure 4c). Based on the relation between φ and
a described by eqs S6 and S7 in Supporting Informa-
tion, U(φ) could be easily obtained. The equilibrium
angle of the compliant joint occurs at the minimum
total energy configuration. The equilibrium angles
calculated from the analytical model were 59.8, 94.4,
115.6, and 126.0� for the 11, 32, 53, and 74 base long
ssDNA springs, respectively. Figure 5a compares the
equilibrium angles predicted by our analytical model
to the equilibrium angles from the experimental dis-
tributions. Note that ourmodel is purely predictive and
does not contain any fitting parameters.

Evaluating and Predicting Joint Stiffness. Due to thermal
fluctuations, the compliant joint will fluctuate about
this equilibrium position. The magnitude of the ther-
mal fluctuations is proportional to the stiffness of the
joint. Angular distributions (Figure 4d) were calculated
from the analytical energy landscapes of the compliant
joint (Figure 4c) using Boltzmann distribution, P(φ) =
exp(�U(φ)/kBT)/Z, where kB is Boltzmann's constant,
T is the absolute temperature, and Z is the parti-
tion function defined as Z =

R
�¥
¥ exp(�U(φ)/kBT)dφ.

The angular distributions are wider for longer ssDNA

Figure 4. Theoretical model of the compliant joint. (a) Beam model of the curved segment. (b) Energy stored in the 6-helix
layer (red) due to bending and in the 11 (black), 32 (purple), 53 (green), and 74 (blue) bases long ssDNA springs based on aWLC
model. (c) Total energyof the compliant joint is the sumof the bending energy in the 6-helix layer and the extensional energy of
the ssDNA springs. (d) Energy landscapes were used to predict Boltzmann distributions of the thermal fluctuations in angles.
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springs, which is consistent with the angular distribu-
tions shown in Figure 3. This implies that the torsional
stiffness of the compliant joint decreases while the
joint angle increases.

Figure 5b compares the full width at half-maximum
(fwhm) value calculated from our theoretical energy
distributions to the fwhm of the experimental distribu-
tions. Figure 5c compares the full distributions. Even
without any fitting parameters, our theoretical model
captures the trend of increasing thermal fluctuations
with longer ssDNA springs and also captures the
asymmetry of the angular distributions, which results
from the asymmetric energy landscape (Figure 4c).

DISCUSSION

We have introduced a novel approach to design
mechanically functional DNA origami nanostructures.
The nanostructure functions as a compliant jointwhere
the geometry and mechanical properties are deter-
mined by a balance of tension in flexible ssDNA
components and bending in structurally well-defined
dsDNA bundles. We further developed a novel ap-
proach to tune the geometry and mechanical proper-
ties of the DNA nanostructure by introducing ssDNA
scaffold loops that functioned as a reservoir to add or
remove length from ssDNA components. Five different
structures with joint angles ranging from 56.5 to 128.2�
were achieved simply switching out a small subset
(15%) of the overall number of staples.
In order to quantitatively understand the behavior of

the compliant joint, an analytical model (Supporting
Information) was developed that combined a beam
model and an entropic model (WLC) of the stiff (dsDNA
bundle) and flexible (ssDNA) segments, respectively, of
the compliant joint. This analytical model closely cap-
tured the equilibrium joint angles and the angular
distributions resulting from thermal fluctuations of

the four design versions with appropriate lengths of
ssDNA. The analytical model also captured the trend of
increasing magnitude of thermal fluctuations with
longer ssDNA springs, indicating that the stiffness of
the compliant joint is also tunable. To test the validity
of our model, we explored a simple alternative, using a
torsional spring to replace the beam description in the
compliant joint model. The results show that the beam
model better predicts the experimental results over
the entire range of designs (Supporting Information,
Figure S4).
In order to estimate the torsional stiffness of the

compliant joint, it can be approximated as a linear
torsional spring that follows the equation T = κΔθ,
where Δθ is the change in angle from the equilibrium
angle, κ is the torsional stiffness, and T is the torque
required to deform the angle by Δθ. In this case, κ can
be related to thermal energy by the theorem of
equipartition of energy as κÆΔθ2æ = kBT. Based on the
joint angle variance, ÆΔθ2æ, calculated from experimen-
tal distributions, we determined torsional stiffness
ranging from 107 pN 3 nm/rad for the longest ssDNA
spring up to 367 pN 3 nm/rad for the shortest ssDNA
spring. These results indicate that we can design
compliant joints with torsional stiffness similar to or
stiffer than actin binding proteins such as Arp 2/3
(∼80�130 pN 3 nm/rad)44 or Filamin (∼50 pN 3 nm/rad).45

Since the persistence length of DNA origami nano-
structures is also tunable over several orders of magni-
tude up to >micrometers, DNA origami could ultimately
be used to design biomaterials withmechanical behavior
similar to cross-linked actin networks.46�48

We demonstrated an ability to tune the geometry
and stiffness of a DNA origami compliant joint with a
novel approach of locally shifting single-stranded scaf-
fold DNA within the structure. By this parameter alone,
the geometry and stiffness cannot be controlled

Figure 5. Theoretical model captures angular distribution. (a) Theoretical model closely captures the equilibrium angles and
(b) trend of increasing width, characterized by the fwhm, of the distributions with longer ssDNA springs. (c) Full angular
distribution (black), calculated using a Boltzmann distribution of our analytical energy landscape, also captures the
asymmetry of the experimental distributions (gray). Gaussian fits are also shown in dashed black.
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independently. Longer ssDNA springs results in larger
joint angles with lower torsional stiffness. However, our
model includes additional design parameters, specifi-
cally the length and bending stiffness of the stiff
component, here a layer of 6 dsDNA helices. By co-
operatively adjusting the three design parameters of
the compliant joint (length of the stiff dsDNA compo-
nent, bending stiffness of the stiff dsDNA segment, and
length of ssDNA springs), both the bending stiffness
and the joint angle could be independently designed.
For example, our theoretical model predicts that an
8-helix layer as the stiff segment with 28 base long
ssDNA springs would give a similar equilibrium joint
angle but narrower distribution to the 6-helix layer
with 32 bases (Supporting Information, Figure S2a).
Similarly, different joint angles with the same stiffness
can be achieved by cooperatively varying the bending
stiffness of the top layer (i.e., number of helices) and the
length of the ssDNA springs (Supporting Information,
Figure S2b). Tuning the properties of the stiff segment,
unlike adjusting the length of the ssDNA springs,
would require designing a new structure. Nonetheless,
the analytical model presented here could be used as a
tool to guide the design of compliant joints with awide
range of joint angles and torsional stiffness.
A range of values have been reported in previous

literature for some of the parameters used in our model
including the length of a ssDNA base,49�51 the persis-
tence length of ssDNA,27,52 the length of a dsDNA base
pair,22,53,54 and the persistence length of dsDNA.22,40�42

Therefore, we checked the sensitivity of our model to
these parameters (Supporting Information, Figure S3).
Variation in the length of ssDNA or dsDNA had minimal

effect. Variation within the reported range of values of
the persistence length of ssDNA and dsDNA, which
largely determine the stiffness parameters in ourmodel,
both caused similar variations of∼10�15� in joint angle
and ∼2�4� in fwhm. The offset distance of ssDNA
springs from the curved segment also results in a higher
sensitivity to the equilibrium angle due to its influence
on the moment applied to the curved segment. While
the numerical results are somewhat sensitive to the
values used, the qualitative trends and conclusions
drawn are not.
Here we presented the first demonstration of a

compliant (deformable) DNA origami nanostructure
with geometry and stiffness that can be designed
according to a theoretical micromechanical model.
Previous work to create controllable curvature in
DNA origami nanostructures was either designed on
an ad hoc basis6 or followed a mechanical model that
predicted only geometry.4 The finite-element-based
software, CANDO,18 is a useful computational tool to
predict the folded geometry and thermal fluctuations
of curved or twisted structures; however, a theoretical
model that directly predicts the joint angles and
mechanical behavior provides a more convenient tool
to quickly optimize design of compliant joints for
desired structural and mechanical behavior.
Our approach establishes a foundation to design

and fabricate DNA-based devices with mechanically
functional components such as springs, joints, or ac-
tuators. Ultimately, compliant components like the
ones presented here can form the basis of compliant
mechanisms that can be applied as nanomechanical
devices with controllable motion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Producing ssDNA Scaffold. The scaffold used in this work is a

7560base cloneof theM13MP18bacteriophagevirus.5 The scaffold
wasproduced inour lab followingprotocolsdetailed inCastro et al.7

Full details are provided in the Supporting Information.
DNA Origami Structure Design and Fabrication. The structure and

staple sequences were designed using the DNA origami com-
puter-aided design software caDNAno17 and fabricated using a
7560 base clone of the single-stranded M13MP18 bacterio-
phage viral genome5 and 160 single-stranded staples that were
ordered from a commercial vendor (Eurofins, Huntsville, AL).
Five versions of the compliant joint with varying geometry were
designed by varying the length of ssDNA springs (Supporting
Information, Figures S7�S11). These versions had 0, 11, 32, 53,
and 74 ssDNA bases in the springs, which was achieved by
changing only the staples positioned between the ssDNA
springs and the loops (∼15% of total staples). For self-assembly,
scaffold wasmixed at 20 nMwith staples at 10-fold excess (each
staple at 200 nM) in a folding reaction containing 5 mM Tris,
5 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 14�20 mM MgCl2 (MgCl2
concentrations in this range produced similar folding results).
The folding reactions were subjected to a thermal annealing
rampwhere the temperature was quickly increased to 65 �C and
then slowly cooled to 4 �C over a time scale of 2.5 days.

Structure Purification and Imaging. DNA origami structures were
purified by agarose gel electrophoresis (sample gel image in
Supporting Information, Figure S5). Gels were mixed with 2%

agarose in 0.5� TBE buffer (44.5 mM Tris-borate, 1 mM EDTA)
with 11 mM MgCl2 and 1 μM ethidium bromide. Folded
structures were mixed with 6� loading dye (New England
Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) and run for approximately 4 h at 70 V.
Structure bands were excised and removed from agarose using
freeze and squeeze extraction DNA gel extraction spin columns
(Biorad, Hercules, CA). To verify proper folding, purified struc-
tureswere prepared for transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM)
imaging for structural feedback as described in Castro et al.7

Briefly, 4 μL of purified structure solution was deposited on a
plasma-treated Formvar-coated TEM grid stabilized with eva-
porated carbon film (ElectronMicroscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA)
and incubated for 4 min. The structure solution was wicked
away, and structures were negatively stained by applying a
20 μL drop of 2% uranyl formate (SPI, West Chester, PA),
incubating for 40 s, and then wicking off the stain solution.
Sample grids were allowed to dry for at least 30 min prior to
imaging. Images were taken on a FEI Tecnai G2 Spirit TEM at an
acceleration voltage of 80 kV.
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